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The Shadow of Karkhala is the 3rd and final part of the Enigmatis story line. The main game is a point & click adventure, but
combined with 3 types of sub-games. First there are puzzles, which are usually not too difficult to solve. Second there are the
hidden object games, where you need to find a list of objects in a single scene. And third, a simple pairing game if you don't
like to find the hidden objects. I always plays these games on the most difficult level to at least have some challenges. This is
one of the most beautiful HOPA (hidden object puzzle adventure) out there on Steam! If you're new to this game genre, give
this a try. Not a must-play game, but quite entertaining. The voice acting can be cheesy at times, but hey, this is casual gaming!
Admittedly, I found this game feeling alot shorter than the first two games in the Enigmatis trilogy. Score: 8/10 Pro: + nice
graphics + steady game progress + thrilling story + additional bonus story Contra: - feels shorter than previous 2 games.. Worthy
third part of the series. The ratio of hidden object puzzles feels about right. I like how some part of the game feeled a bit of
urgency.. In this HOG after all this time will u be able to find and defeat the preacher once and for all? I loved almost
everything about this HOG. The New characters are nice, the voice acting is ok, omg the art with the backgrounds are so
beautiful, animation was fine, and the music was very nice. I really loved the flute that kept playing because the track was very
beautiful to listen too. I had fun playing the last installment of Enigmatis series. To be honest though the second one will be my
favorite out of the three. The first one is my second favorite. While the 3rd is my last favorite. I really wish that the final
showdown was some epic crazy stuff. Won't go into details to avoid spoliers. In my opinion the ending ended too fast with again
a very not super crazy showdown. Also the bonus story was interesting to see. Though u know what happens in the end when u
finish the main story. I really wish the bonus story was longer to play though. Felt kind of short for me. U also have to play the
first two to understand the story for Enigmatis 3. By all means this is a very nice HOG. Even with the small problems that I had
with the story (my opinion).. Probably the best Artifex Mundi game I have played so far. Simply great.. The Enigmatis series
has always been one of the better hidden object game series available. This game specifically really ups the ante. Forget the
lovely graphics and sounds, as many in this genre have that. What sets this game apart is the way the NPCs, challenges, and plot
are all woven together into a immersive story that makes this game feel more "alive" than most other HOGs I've played. The
NPCs really add depth to the game with the interactions they have with you as you play through the story.. Enigmatis: The
Shadow of Karkhala is the third and last game of the series. The story continues with you traveling to find the preacher and stop
his evil plans. It took me about nine hours to finish the game with all of the achievements (including going through the game
three more times to get the rest of the achievements). I think the developers have improved even more from the previous game.
The cinematics, design, atmosphere, and music were all very nice and immersive. The voice acting improved even more. One of
the characters' audio sounded like it wasn't recorded in a sound room, because the quality wasn't as great as with the other
characters, but it wasn't too bad because that particular character didn't have much time in the game. I very much enjoyed
playing the game, and I recommend it to HOG fans. Since this is the last of the trilogy, I feel like I should say whether or not I
think the whole series is worth a buy. The first one is sub-par, the second one is mostly standard, and the third one is above
average. Since, in my reviews, I have recommended two of the three games, I think it would be the best price to get the bundle
of the three on a sale.. played this game 3 times XD this game was so amazing i loved the story right from beginning to end of
the whole enigmatis series! respect to you artifex the art and game never stops amazing me ! and i love the animation! in this
game we are a dective investigating people who vanish , on the hunt for a missing person she finds out many have suffered the
same fate as the girl! in order to resurrect!a Demon! and from that is it about catching the preachers and save the people they
are preying!. The entire series is great play!. I'm a big fan of the Enigmatis series so I was dying to see how they wrapped it up.
To say I was disappointed would be understating it. First off the game quality is crap. It has problems loading and then glitchs. I
can honstly say the problem isn't my laptop as it can handle skyrim at full specs. Plus I've seen reviews with other people
mentioning this problem. The plot of the game pretty much rehases the previous 2 games for a good 3/4 of the game. There is
barely anything new. The characters get a big downgrade espeically preacher who had been such a great villain. When the
climax of the game came I wanted to scream because this game didn't even last half as long as the previous two entries into the
series. So I was more then shocked when it ended so quickly. After 2 entries into this universe this honestly had me dispapointed
that i had played the series at all. It just felt so rushed and a lot of important things weren't explained. The puzzles weren't
challenging either. If you have to get this to know how the series ends I'd really reccomend waiting until it is on sale. Otherwise I
say this is a skip.. The Enigmatis series is definitely more than basic HOG material, and Shadow of Karkhala actually plays
more like an adventure game, with a real story, than a basic HOG. If it weren't for one problem, I'd recommend it without
reservation. As it is, I have to caution you about the problem and let you judge how much an issue it will be for you. I'm afraid
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fellow reviewer Mugros is right. 8 to 12 second black screen load times, often for just 1 or 2 seconds of video. It's hard to think
of a better destroyer of mood, whether it's tension, excitement or fear, when you have to just twiddle your thumbs waiting for
the game to continue. The climatic boss battle is interrupted by about six of these loading delays, including a back-to-back pair
where you get one line of dialog with no visuals before the 2nd delay kicks in. This just drains the thrill right out of it. He's also
right about the frame rate issues in the bonus story. I also noticed that this particular game is very slow to shut down, taking
about 15 seconds. This delay is consistent when playing online or offline. My system has 24 cores, 64GB, and comparably fast
and large hard drives. Murgros was using a solid-state drive.
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